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Introduction : Annotation & Localization

SUBCELLULAR LOCALIZATION

Functional annotation of proteomes

Regulation and interaction

Link between the sequence and biological informations

Biochemical function

Biological role
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Introduction : Procaryotic cellular targeting
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Difference of implementation

Introduction : Localization & Prediction

Plethora of prediction tools (>100)

Standalone / Web-Tools / Database

Difference of methods HMM, NN, SVM / Motif / Hydrophobicity

Difference of predicted features Specialized Tools  /  Global Tools
(signal peptide, α-helix TM) (final localization)

GROUP / ORGANIZE / DISPLAY
localization informations

CoBaltDB

Sensibility & Specificity Phylum / Protein type
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CoBaltDB Graphical User Interface
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CoBaltDB Graphical User Interface
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CoBaltDB Synopsis
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Localization plateform

784 proteomes (2.548.292 proteins) available

More 50 tools and databases

User-friendly interface

Improve localization prediction

Combine diluted and heterogenous localization informations

Box organisation group multiple tools with different specificity and sensibility

=> the microbiologist construct his own prediction

Conclusion
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     Determining the subcellular localization of  proteins is essential for the 
functional annotation of  proteomes. The functions of  proteins are strongly 
related to their localization in cell compartments. Procaryotic proteins can 
be cytoplasmic, membranar (inner, outer), periplasmic or extracellular. 
Different subcellular targeting mecanisms allow non-cytoplasmic proteins 
to leave the cytoplasm after their synthesis. 
   In silico prediction of  protein localization is a important task for 
proteome annotation and comparative genomic. However, biologists are 
confronted with a very large number of  computational tools with different 
methods, localization, specificities and sensitivities. As a result, exploiting 
these computer resources to predict protein localization accurately involves 
querying all tools and comparing every prediction output; this is a 
painstaking task. 

Introduction 

     CoBaltDB is the first friendly interfaced database that compiles a large number of  in silico subcellular predictions concerning whole 
prokaryotic proteomes. Currently, CoBaltDB allows fast access to precomputed localizations for 2,548,292 proteins in 784 proteomes. 
     The combination and comparative analysis of  results of  heterogeneous tools improved the computational predictions, and contributed to 
identifying the limitations of  each tool. Therefore, CoBaltDB can serve as a reference resource to facilitate interpretation of  results and to provide 
a benchmark for accurate and effective in silico predictions of  the subcellular localization of  proteins. 

Conclusion 
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CoBaltDB  Architecture 
 The CoBaltDB database contains three main types of  data: i) 

prediction using 23 feature-based localization tools, ii) prediction using 5 
localization meta-tools and iii) data from 20 public database. These data 
were organized in five “boxes“ with regard to the features predicted: signal 
peptide detection (Lipoprotein, Tat- and Sec- dependent signals); prediction 
of  α-transmembrane segments; and outer membrane β-barrels prediction. 

 We retrieved and tested 99 available specialized and global tools that 
use various amino acid features and diverse methods (HMM, NN, SVM...). 
Some tools are Gram specific, requiring a phylogenic sorting. Currently, 
CoBaltDB contains pre-computed results obtained with 48 tools and 
databases, and additionally provides pre-filled access to 50 publicly 
available tools. 

CoBaltDB Interface 
 CoBaltDB presents four tabs that perform specific tasks: the “input” tab 

allows selecting the organism or a list of  locus tags. The “Specialized tools” 
tab supplies a table showing, for each protein some annotation information 
and for each feature box (Tat, Sec, Lipo, aTMB, bBarrel), a heat map 
representing the BOX-score (percentage of  tools predicting the truth/
presence of  the corresponding localization feature). 

 The “meta-tools” tab provides the predictions given by meta-tools and 
global databases. The “additional tools” tab enables queries to be submitted to 
a set of  50 additional tools. Finally, for each protein, all results were 
summarized in a synopsis, to allow the investigators to establish their own 
hypotheses and conclusions. 

The CoBaltDB Synopsis summarize all the localization 
informations for a given protein 

A schematic view of  the CoBaltDB workflow. 
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The CoBaltDB Specialized Tools viewer, displays BOX-score and some database 
results for a given proteome 

 Informations   BOX-Score and DB results 

CoBaltDB is installed at Genouest 
http://www.umr6026.univ-rennes1.fr/english/home/research/basic/software/cobalten 
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